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 Experimental Results 
 Neural correlates of episodic memory encoding and retrieval 

 Background  
 Naturally occurring sensory stimuli are multimodal and dynamic. 
 Many studies on episodic memory deal with well-controlled experimental 

setups using conditional static stimuli. 
 Movies reflect aspects of experiences in our daily lives by combining 

multimodal sensory perception with emotional and cognitive overtones. 

 How to study episodic memory encoding and retrieval under more naturalistic 
and ecological conditions? 

 What correlation is there between neural oscillations and memory formation? 
 How behavioral differences among subjects effect the correlation? 

 Research Questions  

 Key Ideas in This Work  
 Memory experiments employing audio-visual movies as naturalistic stimuli 
 Neural oscillation correlates of human episodic memory formation 
 Correlation between brain signals (EEG) and behavioral measure (RT) 

 Stimuli 
• An episode of TV sitcom, Friends (5th episode of 10th season; 27 min.) 
• 20 video clips extracted from the movie were served as retrieval cue 
• A task S/W is developed to synchronize the experiment with EEG recording 

 EEG Analysis 
• Neuroscan SynAmps amplifier with 128-channel Quik-cap 
• Analysis using SPSS and EEGLAB toolbox (http://sccn.ucsd.edu/eeglab) 

 Procedure 

 Methods and Materials 

Structure of experimental paradigm 
The grand-average of topography about theta and gamma frequency power values in 

the memory encoding, retrieval tasks and their difference (retrieval−encoding) 

 Behavioral evidence for the oscillatory correlates of memory formation 

The grand-average of topography about theta and gamma frequency power values in 
query tasks considering the subjects’ sustained / instant RT and their difference 

Concluding Remarks 
 EEG activations during episodic memory encoding and retrieval were recorded 

using a memory task program and audio-visual movies as naturalistic stimuli. 

 Our results shows that neural activities related to episodic memory formation in 
the spatial and spectral domains (Theta: C3, CP1 / Gamma: T7, T8). 

 Stronger neural activities were observed in the frontal and parietal cortex 
during retrieval session of the episodic memory tasks. 

 Correlations between behavioral differences in RT and EEG activation during 
the query task was observed in the same regions (Sustained RT > Instant RT). 

 This indicates memory formation, especially retrieval, is involved with stronger 
activation when subjects make more efforts to the query tasks and it also shows 
again the theta and gamma activities on these regions are correlated with 
memory formation. 
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